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Ancient Poems
- James Piatt
Out there somewhere, a long time ago, ancient
poems were tangled among the raptures of truth.
The poems, written with a feathery pen lingered in
the eons of years past, empowered by the scents of
flowers, whose perfumed aromas filled the minds of
bards with answers to lost souls begging for
redemption.
Dwelling inside deep cavities, which held secrets of
bone gardens, they were found, and
read by philosophers, and the religious:
And now, being unearthed, they can be read by
people like us, under beams that come from stars so
distant they can only be carried in by whispers
through the minds of children, not tainted by the
smallness of adulthood.

Bonded
- George Cassidy Payne
by family and the land
they killed for, yet here
to leave at any moment ̶
without a trace, I was born
on the borders of clouds, missing
everything that touches the earth

Chronoscope 183: A Rupture of the Winter Sky
- John Walser
A rupture of the winter sky:
delicate as crepe paper:
the pulling back of a canvas flap:
the blue that’s not the sky
but the filter that strains it:
and the light like rapture
if someone really could believe
the refraction was god
or souls or leaving behind the wicked:
which I must be:
because here I am.
The shift of snow again:
the welt stencils of melting:
the shadows of trees
thrashing like downed powerlines:
the metallic spark
that can stop lungs
heart, liver, brain.
The swallows are traitors to the sky:
they hide in bushes:
they gather like puddles in the straw
below the neighbors’ feeder:
they’re tucked into nooks, into eaves
like a crown of feathers.
When other birds fly too high
they tear small holes in the sky
perforations like migratory patterns.

Conjoined
- Beth Lynn Clegg
Bound together
sharing smiles
tears pain love
they lay connected
toes touching
heart beating as one
before drifting into
dreamless separation.
An inner voice
no surgery
could remove
one embraced
his birth-mates
spirit then
slipped back
into the mist.
Forever altered
one survived
to cherish
a part of
himself
that would
always
be there.

Wag If I Did the Right Thing
- Martin Marcus
I looked at my poor old dog, Bert, who could have been a pile of dirty laundry, so
inert and shapeless was he, coiled up in his corner of the kitchen. Stiff with age and pain,
he barely moved out of it these days. His back legs could not take him more than a few
steps at a time. Recently, when I lifted him from his nest, I found old, dried leavings
under him. He was radiating a permanent smelliness. When you can't get near enough to
your pet to pet him, I thought, what's the point? Maybe the time had come to...you
know...get it over with.
I confessed this intent to an acquaintance who told me that when her own dog
became too old and frail to squat, she never considered “getting it over with.” Instead,
she began lifting his tail for him. Wouldn’t anybody? her tone of voice seemed to be
saying. Well, maybe I'm just not the tail-lifting sort. Besides, maybe I knew my dog well
enough to say he would despise having his tail lifted for him.
I figured a dog's famous loyalty extends to the traits and values of the family
which raises it. That would make Bert a not overly sentimental dog and practical to a
fault, just like me and everybody else in our family. If I were in Bert's shoes, I know
what I’d want to do. His mournful expression had to be saying what I was thinking. Let's
get this thing over with.
Of course, if Bert had stumbled home to expire at our feet of natural causes, it
wouldn't have been a thing so hard to get over with. Once we owned a cat who
disappeared mysteriously for a couple of days, then appeared just as mysteriously at the
back door dragging her hindquarters. She looked up at us with a peaceful expression,
gave a final little mew, and then passed away quietly on the door mat. I picked out a nice
shady spot in the back yard and buried her remains with simple efficiency.
But this. Are there dog hospices yet, I wondered? Even if there are, I don't want
to know about them. When I am finally ready to turn up my toes, it is simple efficiency
that I want. No drawn-out, life-at-the-end-of-a-tube for this boy. No lifting my tail. But I
did not know yet what I was up against. My friend the tail-lifter had given me but a
sample of the judgments I would have to confront in the dark task ahead.
I phoned the modish animal hospital where Bert had last been seen. I had already
run through the cheerless list for my euphemism of choice: to be put down? Disposed of?
Euthanized? Ugh. But how did one even frame such a question? I began, "Uh, I'd like,
no, it’s not something I’d like, actually. What I mean to say is. I'm interested in, no, not
that either. I mean...do you... yes, that's it...do you put dogs to sleep?"
A businesslike but dubious woman's voice answered. "Ye-esss, which
arrangements were you thinking of?"
"Arrangements? I just want to get it over with."
"Yes, sir, but do you wish cremation with return of the ashes, do you want to
include a memorial? Some families appreciate a private..."
I interrupted ̶ some families could appreciate whatever they wanted to ̶ "What's

the chea...er...what's the least expensive arrangement?"
"Depending on the animal's weight, at least seventy-five dollars, sir." I could hear
her sneering.
I hung up. Of course, it wasn't a question of expense. But getting it over with was
becoming hard enough without being sneered at. Besides, there was a principle at stake.
If I wanted a no-fuss, simple ending for myself, if I did not want a gaudy monument, if I
did not want to foist my ashes on anybody in an urn, wouldn't I be a hypocrite not to
carry out the same practical agenda for my dog? And wouldn't he appreciate it, too?
I remembered now that a friend of mine from a less swanky suburb had told me
his vet did the thing for forty dollars. What was good enough for dog owners in a thrifty,
hardworking community was good enough for me. I phoned to confirm this and if they
would accommodate a non-patient, so to speak.
It was a long drive and already dark, but this woman had sounded much more
understanding, so I decided it was worth it. I planted Bert in the front seat and took off
immediately. As a kind of final test, I glanced over to see if Bert could resist dog's most
cherished activity, watching the world go by out of a car window. But, no, he had
assumed his laundry pile pose and blended in with the car's upholstery.
Less than halfway there I spied another animal hospital, and my ever-practical
side said, "Well, why not at least inquire?" Leaving Bert in the car, I entered, hardly
pausing at the door to blurt, "Will you put my dog to sleep?" Three women at the front
desk all gaped at me with the same stricken expression, as if I were some fiendish dogdisser from out of the night.
"He's ill?" one asked, looking me up and down and in vain for a dog behind me.
"Ill? No," I said. "Well, yes, I suppose. Look here..."
Now they were all craning their necks to see behind me.
"What's the problem with your dog, sir?" she persisted.
"Problem? It's not what you'd call a problem. And anyway, why do I have to
stand here explaining myself to you?"
"Well, if there's no problem...?" She let the unfinished question hang like maybe
I belonged in its noose.
"Look, he's out in the car and I'd like to get this thing over with. Surely you can
understand that."
"Certainly," she said. "If you'll bring him in, we'll just have one of the doctors
examine him." But her look said, “and just maybe you have bagsful of other dogs out
there in the car.”
Examined! What if the vet were to suggest my decision was premature? How low
would my rapidly sinking self-esteem fall then? "No!" I shouted. "Forget it!" I rushed out
the door, a fugitive. Back in the car, Bert eyed me trustingly, I thought. Or was it?
At my friend's vet, the waiting room was crowded with curable looking dogs and
their owners. Bert followed as best he could on his leash and introduced himself to all
with a piddle. He stood over the little pool he had made looking solemn and resigned.
I logged him in at the desk. In a whisper, I reminded the woman behind it who I

was and what was my heavy mission. "I'm the man who called about...you know." I
searched her face and eyes for some hint of loathing. But there was not the slightest
change of expression. The single question put to me by that saintly person was: "Will this
be cash or charge?"
We weighed Bert on the big waiting room scale, exchanging leashes. Before
turning him over to the nurse, I chucked him under the ears and told him, "Bert, just
think, where you're going you won't have to smell so bad anymore." Somewhat
disconcertingly, I realized that for the moment, anyway, Bert seemed to have stopped
smelling.
I had said it loud enough for another patron seated close by to overhear. The man
smiled, then, as if guessing what my lighthearted remark had really meant, he narrowed
his eyes to slits (as for all I know your own may be narrowed now). But Bert, a true
member of my family, had always been a dog of fine common sense. He seemed to
agree. All the way down the hall he wagged his tail like I hadn't seen for a long time.
Back at the front desk, although I had enough cash and was carrying a credit card,
I demanded, "What about a personal check? Won't you accept a personal check?" I
snapped.
"Of course, sir," said the saintly woman, understandingly.

From a Dream Writer’s Journal
- Judy DeCroce
Suddenly, on this street,
how easy wearing feathers,
hearing whispers ̶ losing time
images like toys sailing winding roads
piling into the vast wide night
of slippery sounds and a fear of falling,
passages written for different spaces,
rearranging sensible thoughts
to insensible places…
frame-by-frame
that story it writes,
is left inside my dream.

Over fifty? How to be a good friend
- Nancy Ford Dugan
Try not to notice how tired everyone looks. You do, too. Ignore cosmetic surgery
enhancements taken to address how tired they look. Don’t stare at trout pouts or facial areas that
appear blotched, swollen, frozen, or waxy. Try not to wince at how painfully tight some of their
skin looks. Instead, tell everyone they look great. Ask them if they’ve lost weight (unless of
course they’re over sixty; that could signal health issues).
Compliment new hairstyles. Never ask if they are losing their hair. If they bring it up,
listen politely. If they ask for solutions, mention hormones and Rogaine. Deny you see any
evidence of fewer strands. If necessary, strategically and sensitively put on your sunglasses to
shield the glare coming off their bald pate.
Answer all questions from loquacious friends that start with, “Have I told you about…?”
with a resounding “Yes!” Try to simultaneously exude both concern and topic awareness to
avoid having to hear the story all over again OR from having to hear it in the first place. Your
fifty-plus friends can no longer remember who they told what. Spare yourself too much
information. Experiment with a cheek-pulling Savannah Guthrie smile. It may momentarily
startle your friends enough that they’ll stop talking to see if you are all right. It’s a stall tactic and
a showstopper. And as a bonus, it may also tuck in your jowls.
Agree to be executor of your friends’ wills. It will give them peace of mind. And besides,
what are the odds you’ll outlive them?
If a friend decides to go on a long-awaited Fiji vacation while their parent is in hospice
care, say, “Enjoy your trip” instead of “You will regret this decision for the rest of your life.”
When your friends discuss the intricacies of their pets’ bowels and provide endless,
excruciating details, visualize waves splashing on an empty sunny beach, perhaps in Fiji, until
they change the subject.
Rather than give unsolicited advice that will be unwelcome and ignored, save your
breath. Tidy up your bathroom cabinet, tossing expired Neosporin and face creams, whenever
your friend phones to discuss the political intrigues of his nonprofit board.
Share your stress fracture boot with your friends as their bones, too, decline. Compare
calcium alternatives and charts. Discuss whether to go the Blythe Danner or Sally Field
prescription route.
Attend a play a friend is eager to see even though you aren’t particularly interested in it,
and it’s a lot of money. She’ll appreciate it and would do the same for you. Meantime, you may
actually enjoy the show, assuming you can hear it over her spirited snoring in the second act.
If you receive unspaced, three-page emails that resemble an ancient cataract-defying
scroll and require hours of respacing to review, try simply responding, “Thanks for the update!”
rather than commenting on the myriad details. If the gist of the email is to praise the
accomplishments of children, a simple “You must be thrilled!” may suffice. Therefore, avoid
sending long, unspaced emails.
When a fifty-plus friend tries to turn you against one of your other fifty-plus friends, just
forget it. They will, too.
Listen intently to your friends’ dreams, if they have any. People over fifty tend to have
sleep issues and want to talk about it. Instead, steer them to talk about their dreams, which will
be more engrossing than sleep apnea, trust me. Their dreams may provide you with valuable
insight into their psyches. Have fun privately bungling the dreams’ potential symbolism.

Don’t point out that our tolerance for alcohol declines with age. Try not to make
judgmental or alarmed facial expressions when they order yet another round. Just be sure they
get home safely.
Gently point out to your confused Boston friend that Hamilton The Musical’s diverse cast
is intentional.
Turn away when a friend seems unaware that placing her stubby fingers inside her
nostrils after dinner is revolting. She’s been doing it for years and isn’t going to stop now.
Expect it to get worse.
When a friend complains about discarded drinking straws cluttering the once-pristine
beach near his second home, refrain from mentioning the climate damage caused by his Escalade
SUV and frequent exotic cruises.
Send “care” packages before or after friends’ surgeries: books if they can read, food if
they can eat, flowers if they can lift, or cozy socks if they like that sort of thing (note: the latter
represents a very small percentage of the population).
Take your valuable time to listen to a friend’s podcast. Even though you didn’t enjoy it,
tell her you especially liked the music. Come up with something complimentary when she tells
you she didn’t write the music: recall a particular moment or phrase, and say it moved you, or it
was interesting. It won’t kill you to focus on something positive even if it was godawful. It isn’t
lying exactly since it moved you to bang your head against the wall in frustration. And it is
interesting that she thinks anyone would voluntarily listen to this podcast.
Avoid accidently slamming car doors. The slam sound apparently causes intense physical
ear pain to your newly-wearing-hearing-aid friends, as evidenced by their profanity when you
unwittingly do it.
Should a friend say in passing that they forgot to send in their annual donation to the
Alzheimer’s Association, do not point out the irony. Simply observe.
If one rainy morning you notice a friend’s mother waiting patiently in her wheelchair on
the sidewalk outside your friend’s house, walk over and hold your umbrella over her tightly
curled hairdo until your friend runs out to get her. Resist the urge to sing to the tune of
“MacArthur Park,” “Someone left their mom out in the rain.”
Connect the dots on a friend’s latest firing. Realize it can’t just be coincidence or ageism
or sexism. Admit they may actually have “performance issues.” Try to remember how they
operated when you worked together early in your careers: they exaggerated their contributions,
they pissed off coworkers. Is that so bad? Help them with contacts and job leads. Encourage
them. They really need a job.
Tell embarrassing stories about your clumsiness, broken appliances, and social faux pas.
It will cheer up ailing, unemployed, or grieving friends who need distraction and may
understandably enjoy the misfortune of others.
Stay loyal to your longtime tennis partner even if they are now unable to run side to side.
You haven’t run to the net since you were forty.
Cut your over-fifty friends some slack. They are running out of time. And so are you.
Marvel at their swagger.

In Some Time
- Antoni Ooto
among the old haunts,
the cool smell of rain on its way,
in the sweaty or sweet perfumes of summer
memories settle in layers
mix, match, thicken,
and at night one hears everything,
those voices from the past still alive
there, in my head,
I’m never alone…
there, I make bargains with no fault
and remember less in some time.

Ink Smears
- James Hall
the girl in the window stares out
fountain pen meets blank paper
wisps of wind through cracked
glass pane tousle hair, frazzle brain
rain, falling from roof
hits copper, rotting timber
years of neglect
ponders and stares at small gold
frame picture of a house with snow
on a lake deep shadows cover the lawn
trees that no longer shade, shadow
the family’s rooms, windows
her room,
void
who lived there
droplets pour hit paper blur thoughts

Late October
- Grace Hughes Chappell
Eliot says April’s cruelest:
not so
here it’s October’s sun
coming in at you
in California slantwise
low in the sky;
too late for pruning roses, grapes picked
long shadows
animals on the move, gone to ground
flown
sun glinting
people shifting about restless
spider webs spent nests fallen down
those that are going gone flown
Santa Ana winds
Diablos;
fire’s smoke in everyone’s throat
valley oaks rattling
black acres black by the millions;
what does it mean, the year is spent ̶
what year
the one on the calendar
the one on our half of the globe;
how to say this lot is finished
over and done
our long exhalation
pain wrung out
those of us who move about
those who hope the way we hope,
now in October
here after fire

Laughter
- Jerry Durick
Woke this morning to the sound of
Our neighbor laughing.
She’s the one who’s up early
Every day
Sometimes I see her drive away
But not today
Today she is a stray laugh
Laughing me awake.
It snowed last night, more snow
Than expected
So she laughed, caught in the moment
In so much snow.
She’s shoveling and laughing
And saying something to someone.
Laughter carries, words don’t.
Soon she was gone
Work does that to people
But her laughter will be with me
For the rest of the day.

Lunch at the Refugee Café
- Al Ortolani
Notice:
This cafe serves whoever has escaped
by boat, through tunnels, over walls; has
been sliced by wire, shrapnel; coyote’d
across deserts, through rain forests, over snowcaps.
All that can be salvaged stuffed
in Captain America backpacks, wrapped
in Chicago Bulls t-shirts, zip-locked
against inclemency.
New recipes are spiced with paprika,
turmeric, ghost pepper. Every ingredient,
every man, woman, child,
is from somewhere else,
if not now, then once, when a mother,
a grandmother, a great grandmother
packed a bag, stepped into the cloud
of unknowing. Only Native Americans
have a claim to pre-history.
At today’s cafe, there is a sneeze guard.
Clean plates. Stainless forks. Spoons concave
with soup. With reflection.
Knives are for butter.
Masks have been worn for centuries.

Maple Memoir
- Jeremy Sutton
for Lisa
Mature maples
line both sides
of 21st avenue.
Beneath rustling leaves
we pencil hash marks
in pocket notebooks,
tallying broken limbs,
scrapes, gouges.
Four vertical lines
followed by diagonal slash
row after row
page after page
day after day.
Meanwhile corky bark calluses,
sealing open wounds.
Long-fingered leaves
yellow the canopy
as elder maples
make ready
for winter.

Metronome
- Melody Wilson
Even when young and in love,
I resisted listening to heart beats.
Rested my head on my husband’s chest
for warmth, not sound ̶
afraid to start counting.
Still, you have ticked me
through time, puffed rosy
for a grandchild’s smile
shrank to a brittle fist
when betrayed,
flapped in circles ̶
a one-winged bird
the year my father died.
I have ransacked you for reasons,
questioned your motives,
plumbed your depths
for peace ̶ swaddled
those I love in your fibers.
Today I learned you are imperfect ̶
one side a little thick, something
about an atrium, or a chamber,
discord between two sides,
an aging couple talking over
each other.
You probably skipped a beat
when I was told. But I didn’t notice,
didn’t count, even then.

My Wife in Blank Verse
- Mark C. Watney
My love sounds like the far-off rumble of a
train which keeps me listening-listening with its
sudden blasts of horns, and then, and then
the rattling-rattling beast again pursues its
way across the lonely plains of Kansas heading east.
My love feels like the wind which softly rufflesruffles through my hair at night as nothing else
can touch-can touch me then when all else sleeps
and hands are still and lips are dumb with sleep
And clocks still tick and tock to no one else
and crickets crick to fill the gaps of sound
till birds again awake and frogs a-croak
across the wet and waking fields
And you wake up to find me by your side
asleep as if I’d lain there all the night
and never snuck between your sheets
at 3 am; and never stayed up late
to listen to the trains
come rattling ‘cross the plains

Next
- Mike Cole
he will untie all of the threads
and set the pieces adrift:
a shoe floating here and a rose there,
a brief phrase that might have meant something,
his voice caught in his throat,
the sun pushing itself into service
for another of the assigned days,
and then nothing much more than strawberries
showing off their color amid
everything he has loved.

No hamburger or soft drink at this window
- Lois Greene Stone
Drive-through typically refers to ordering a meal or beverage by shouting into a
microphone affixed to a menu board. Banking, in my snowbelt part of the country, has had that
stay-in-your-auto-system for decades, way before ATM machines were erected. So, what’s
possibly ‘new’ with COVID-19 drive-through vaccinations?
If one can actually schedule an appointment, some places offer only drive-through
injections. Sit in line in your car. When it’s eventually your turn, roll down the window, and the
needle is inserted into your arm. Drive into the parking lot, sit in your automobile for fifteen or
more minutes to make sure you haven’t reacted poorly to the dose, then drive away.
As I have some underlying medical issues, it was suggested I have my vaccination at a
hospital facility. Sounded sensible, and that was before I understood ‘no appointments available’
words delivered onscreen or via phone. The ‘don’t-call us, we’ll call you’ didn’t sound too bad
until I realized that a missed call would mean my name returning to the queue. Should I carry my
phone into the shower, and when I walk down the driveway to get the mail from my rural box,
anytime I used the bathroom? And what if I’m on a Zoom with family, and the phone is in
another part of the house? Can I get to it quickly enough?
I did a search for vaccination hospital sites. One was a drive-through in a hospital parking
lot, clearly on the other side of town by expressway. Another was also across town but in an
office building. As I’m writing today, it is single digit temperature with snow falling. Even if I
could get an appointment (which my phone hasn’t indicated such), highway driving at my age,
black ice on the roadways, sitting in my car behind dozens of others, removing my coat to
expose my arm via an open window, wondering during the stay-put-after time – given all that, if
I had a reaction how would someone get to me fast enough?
I decided a pharmacy inside a grocery store, or a state-run vaccination site would be
preferable. Ah, grocery store. I haven’t been inside one since March 2020. If I could get an
appointment, I’d have to navigate through shoppers, and where would I actually sit afterwards as
it’s a rather small section of the market. The administrator is one also taking phone prescriptions,
advising people about new medication, measuring out RX, and giving vaccines. How quickly can
an emergency be handled?
Then I thought about the sports’ arena where the state has its only site in this region.
About 500 shots a day are expected to be given by those sitting at long tables under the domed
building. Might that be better as all it is doing is mentioned above? Getting a time-slot is no
easier than at a grocery pharmacy, but which might be a ‘safer’ environment for an old person?
Definitely a longer walk from parking lot to building, and it is huge inside, and lines, but no
shoppers.... maybe ‘safer’.
Since nothing is available anyway, I thought I’d eliminate phone or online time and
personally decide which is least preferable: not across town/ not highway driving/ not parking lot
drive through. My phone and online list got shorter. A bit of tension changed; mind you, a bit
isn’t much but I once was told ‘every little bit helped,’ and I was trying to now apply that to my
emotions.
A few months ago, it was should I or should I not, as in the childhood game played with

petals of a daisy flower. Since my husband definitely wanted the vaccine, I realized that I needed
to take it as well as ‘eventually’ he’ll be able to be among other masked people, and I’d still be
inside.
The county health department’s web page was so overused with residents trying to make
appointments, the county shut down the registration site. So, I began to access the State site, over
and over and over, and the ‘no appointments available’ was etching its way into my monitor. In
between, I redialed the 800-number literally every few minutes for hours. Yes. Hours. This went
on for days. My anxiety now was no longer should I have the vaccine but when, for both of us.
I’ve managed to adjust to staying in place since March 2020, and here I was almost
breaking down emotionally trying, constantly, to speak to someone or have an online page that
said ‘sign up’. A couple of days ago, after six hours of this and realizing that I have not wasted
so much time all these months indoors with anything so draining, a live voice came through the
800-number. Quietly I asked if there was a possible cancellation for two appointments at the
state-run facility; the operator said she had one cancellation.
Tears actually fell, and I said “For my husband’, and she said I needed his consent to
speak for him. Glad phones were no longer tethered to a wall as they had been for much of my
life, I went to where my husband was sitting and said, “Just say you consent”, and he did. The
phone process to sign him up took quite a bit of time but he is scheduled.
I touched a gold locket containing photos of my deceased parents, remembering when
they gave me that tangible item for my eighteenth birthday, two years before my father was
buried at age forty-five. An amulet. Maybe? My fingers were saying ‘thanks’. Knowing I was
still in charge of keeping my mate safe for so many decades, and feeling those hours and hours
had not been wasted, I shall begin the process and see when an appointment just might suddenly
open up for me.

Out of Season
- Lorrie Ness
The window is a barrier
between my morning coffee and the outside world.
I sit with my hands cupping a mug,
looking right through.
Bird flight has become the bitter drive of hunger,
a dark V slicing white sky.
I watch geese land in the field,
rooting for the kernels that remain.
The tree line is a lavender haze ̶
frosty crowns reflecting the sunrise.
Their bare limbs do nothing to stop the cold wind
from scrubbing tractor-rippled ground.
It is November, and the soil is dry
lifting easily above the rows of cut stalks.
.

My eyes linger on the nudity
of earth and wood.

Bleak is the name we give to these weeks
between leaf and snow.
But after the harvest, I can see things plainly
until summer covers it back up.
Natural light has faded even the flowers
printed on mom’s old tablecloth.
The fabric hanging over the shaded edge
blooms out of season against my knee.

Rocking Chair
- Merna Dyer Skinner
Ever so slightly, I press one foot upon the floor
setting my rocker in motion
back and forth
forward and back.
Hardwood floorboards creak their greeting.
Shaped like a human body at rest,
the rocking chair shores up arms, supports legs,
cradles my spine ̶ ̶
only my neck and head bend and release
imperceptibly to the rhythm.
My gaze unfocused, breath slow and subtle
.
as if the chair breathes for me.
My mind, like a fishing line,
casts forward, seeking what?
Inspiration? Reprieve?
How clever of Thonet to reject wood’s rigidity,
unravel a way to bend beech — to mimic
a body’s curvature.
Water, heat, force,
time — the furniture maker’s agents
of transformation.
Renoir, with charcoal-stained fingers, sketches such a chair
— curlicues swirling beneath a reclining woman,
fully clothed, corset-tight.
Surely she needs the chair
to help her breathe. In repose, her eyes, like mine,
dreamy, quiet.
Science tells us motion is therapy —
how many psychologists have replaced their couches
with rocking chairs? Recalcitrant patients tip themselves
forward and back
back and forth —
feel no judgment
in arms’ smooth curves, find strength
in stretchers beneath their buttocks,
behind their backs, untangle
long-held secrets of shame

or, simply let their gaze ease —
blur surrounding walls, windows —
breathe in and out —
and in their rocking, create
a gentle stir of air — awaken,
their subconscious to words
waiting.
So, let us thank the timber, sawed and sanded
into spindles and splats, rockers and rails —
let us praise cherry and birch, steamed and bent —
applaud the stacks of cane, soaked and stripped,
woven thick into seats of thatch —
the rocking chair will bear any weight we bring.

Savour
- Jeremy Sutton
Treated in burley and cavendish.
Traces of coconut, rum, and vanilla curl the corners of its emulsion.
Years suspended in gelatin. Silver halide crystals saturated with
that specific green, somewhere between lime and apple,
which upholstered the armchair my great aunt smoked her black walnut briar pipe in.
I savour this scratch-n-sniff chromogenic moment,
whiffing the remnants of yesteryear and condensing her
into an exhaled breath.

Skateboard Hero: Master of His Universe
- Margaret Wagner
A boy
thirteen
hands
in pockets
buzzed
downhill
between
Peach Bottom and Beaver Creek
past
half-grown
cornfields
past
a man tinkering
with his truck
past
the barber shop.
The boy’s nose
split the wind
across
both cheeks
chin-length hair
out of his eyes.
Board shorts
beat time
at his knees.
His skateboard
was no longer
his banana-boat
bike with
superhero
streamers.
Chest
unrestricted
arms
self-assured
eyes
direct.
Master of his universe.

There, There
- Cyril Wong
But we are not yet there, there
where we cling to our names
for old times’ sake, and clouds
would read like empty pages,
at last. But we are not yet there.

This Is Salvation
- MJ Iuppa
To watch snow
think thoughtfully
between obscure lines tethered
to gradual descent ̶
the graceful exercise
& soundless sweep
of trembling air & feathery flakes
landing on ground, or
shadowy edges, or eyelashes
about to blink ̶
surrender to snow, surrender
to day’s light

Waiting for Wolves
- Barbara Parchim
I long for night,
waiting for the wolves to arrive.
As their howls begin on the opposite shore,
the feeble light of our wilderness cabin
barely penetrates the surrounding blackness.
We crunch across crusted snow the interlopers –
to listen and shiver on the pier.
When the others return to the cabin,
I remain, goose-bumped and exhilarated,
listening until the last howl fades even a city girl knows this is a gift,
rare and transient and fragile.
For several years we return to the lake,
once in summer, once in winter,
and every year the wolves return,
as a reminder of who really belongs,
until – inevitably one year they don’t.
At the end of the pier
the silence of the missing is deafening.

Watching the Storm Beyond the Window
- Les Brown
Outside my window a hammered
steel sky cries through thunderous
blows where brilliant tendrils light
wetting leaves. Roots drink tears shaken
from the anvil of the heavens, violent
stars shine above in the forge of space.
How thin my window refuge
against such power unfolding
where fragile flowers bloom,
babies nurse at mothers’ breasts,
where lace-veined butterfly wings
will spread delicate from chrysalises?
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